
SUMMARY

Hyland’s content services platform equips you with the 

power to point-and-click configure a variety of business 

applications of low-code configuration — including 

those that support dynamic case management and 

process automation — that fill in the gaps between 

your line-of-business systems. Minimize the need for 

costly custom coding, inefficient shared spreadsheets 

and disconnected point solutions. Replace antiquated 

departmental databases, including Access and Lotus 

Notes, with applications that seamlessly connect data, 

processes and related documents.

By building business applications on top of Hyland’s 

comprehensive low-code platform, you take advantage of 

robust native functionality (such as content management, 

automation and security controls) and enhance 

applications with a wide-range of content services 

capabilities. One platform scales to support a spectrum 

of applications across your organization, whether on-

premises or in the Hyland Cloud.

HYLAND | PLATFORM OVERVIEW

THE BENEFITS OF A LOW-CODE 
CONFIGURATION PLATFORM

BENEFITS

 � Build business applications at the speed users expect 

while meeting corporate demands for governance 

and control

 � Equip business users to manage cases and knowledge 

work by providing access to all data, documents  

and processes

 � Capture data first, then grow the solution over time, 

as process steps become clearer

 � Minimize the need for costly custom coding and 

disconnected point solutions with a point-and-click 

framework

 � Manage security, upgrades, compliance and 

maintenance in a single place with one fully 

integrated product

 � Scale the Hyland platform to meet business needs 

across your organization, maximizing ROI

Be more responsive 
to the needs of your 
organization by rapidly 
configuring lightweight, 
content-enabled business 
applications across 
your company.
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DESIGN

1. One platform and database support document, 

data and process management with built-in security 

controls, audit trails, out-of-the-box reporting, 

third-party integration and more.

2. Present information to business users through a 

variety of access methods, including desktop clients, 

dashboards, web browsers, email inboxes and 

mobile devices.

3. Rapidly point-and-click configure business 

applications that support case-driven and process-

centric work, scaling the platform to solve business 

problems across your organization.

Learn more at Hyland.com/LowCode One database
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